
 
Beloved Aries 

 
As You Are Purified by Elemental Life,  

So Purify Elemental Life 
Become the Focal Point for the Igniting of the 

Elemental Kingdom with the Fires of the Resurrection 
Part 1 

 Angels from the mind of God, descend! Blaze the 
fire of Aries and Thor throughout the mental belt of the 
planetary body, and let mankind’s consciousness soar. 
Draw into the fiery core, now, the light rays borne as a 
flame from the heart of Alpha and Omega. 

In this hour of mankind’s overcoming, of Christ’s 
appearing, of the dawning of the God consciousness, I 
enlist the aid of legions of angels for the purification of 
the air element at all levels of consciousness. I invoke the 
mighty sylphs, and I invoke, in the name of Almighty 
God, the full-gathered momentum of the violet flame to 
set these elementals free from the impositions of human 
density. 
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Archangel Michael with Flaming Sword 
Add this visualization of Archangel Michael with a 
Flaming Sword to your giving of decrees and prayers to 
Archangel Michael. 
This image, based on Tiffany stained glass window, is also 
used in the Archangel Michael Visualizations DVD  
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As You Are Purified by Elemental Life, 
So Purify Elemental Life

Become the Focal Point for the Igniting of the 
Elemental Kingdom with the Fires of the Resurrection

Part 1

Angels from the mind of God, descend! Blaze the fire of 
Aries and Thor throughout the mental belt of the planetary 
body, and let mankind’s consciousness soar.  Draw into the 
fiery core, now, the light rays borne as a flame from the heart 
of Alpha and Omega.

In this hour of mankind’s overcoming, of Christ’s appear-
ing, of the dawning of the God consciousness, I enlist the aid 
of legions of angels for the purification of the air element at 
all levels of consciousness.  I invoke the mighty sylphs, and 
I invoke, in the name of Almighty God, the full-gathered 
momentum of the violet flame to set these elementals free 
from the impositions of human density.

O mankind, I speak to you, one and all,  in the name of 
the Cosmic Virgin.  I say, cease your pollutions of the air! The 
time has come when the Lords of Karma have decreed, 
“Thus far and no farther!” Human discord will no longer be 
allowed to penetrate the kingdom of the sylphs, and that 
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which is put out in violation of the breath of the Holy Spirit 
shall be returned to those sending it forth.

I charge and I warn the governments of the nations and 
all who are responsible for allowing the continuation of the 
pollution of the air: Take heed that the energies of the Holy 
Spirit are not to be tampered with.  These energies are the 
very life of the tiny child and of all evolutions, including the 
plant life upon Terra.

If life as it is destined to be is to continue upon earth, 
then I say that mankind will have to arise in concerted action 
to overthrow the oppressors—those in the automobile indus-
tries and in all industries that are polluting not only the air 
but the water and the earth.  Mankind have made of this 
beautiful home star a dumping ground for the refuse of 
their consciousness.

If mankind were pure in heart and in mind, the elements 
of earth, air, fire, and water, which are the outpicturing of 
mankind’s consciousness, could not be contaminated in the 
first place.  Mankind would not allow it.  How strange it is that 
the descendants of Eden should be content with a state that 
is so far removed from paradise.

Precious hearts, when you cannot even see a mile’s distance 
because of the smog and the pollution and you can take this in 
stride and not be concerned, and when the entire population 
of a city walks about with masks on their faces and are not con-
cerned and do not protest but go about their way, we look 
down and we say, “These are indeed the ones of a paradise 
lost.  They have forgotten their heritage.  The isle of beauty is 
so completely removed from their vision that they are content 
not even with mediocrity but with a base carnality that is unten-
able to the soul and to the Christ consciousness of each one.” 
Can you imagine that the outer consciousness of mankind is 
so brainwashed that it accepts this filth, this mire?
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Children of the Sun, I AM Aries of the Sun.  I AM Aries 
of the heart of God.  I AM the Mother of sylphs, millions and 
millions of sylphs who serve you daily and hourly.  When the 
fresh breeze blows across the brow at the end of a day of toil,  
it is the blessing of the sylphs.  When the breeze clears the air 
of unpleasant odor, of the smoke, of the fire, of all impuri-
ties of the mind, it is the blessing of the sylphs.  It is the breeze 
that carries the prana of the Holy Spirit so that you might 
take it in as nourishment through the chakras, as nourish-
ment for the soul.  Think what life would be like without the 
fresh air, distilled in the consciousness of the sylphs and their 
heavenly prayer.

I say,  then, the burden has become overwhelming to 
these sylphs.  And thus we come in this hour of great need to 
appeal to those who have made their way to this conference.  
We ask that you dedicate your services, your prayers, your 
meditations to the beings of the elements, not only to the 
sylphs but to the gnomes and undines and fiery salamanders.

We ask that you begin to bridge the gap of mankind’s 
unawareness and to make mankind more aware of the spirits 
of nature.  Of late, many of mankind have taken to going 
into the hills and into the far reaches of the forests and 
mountains in order to pray as well as to play, for there they 
have found the freedom of the elementals.  Thus together,  
man and nature pursue the flame of the Divine Mother.

We ask, then, that you use your energies in invocation, as 
you always do each day, but that you precede and conclude 
your services with an invocation on behalf of the harmony 
and freedom of elemental life.  For only by a conscious coop-
eration, a determined effort, and a constancy will there be 
any possibility of averting that cataclysm that is inevitable 
when there is a breach, a cavern this deep between the ele-
mental kingdom and the human kingdom.

The power of the sylphs and of all the elementals has 
been used for both good and for ill upon the planetary body.  
These precious servants of God in man, of the Christ con-
sciousness, are obedient unto the slightest behest of mankind.  
They are mimics, precious hearts.  They do not care to reserve 
for themselves the free will that man has, but they would 
rather be obedient to each beck and call of the Christ within.  
And so with the fall of man and the fall of his consciousness,  
the elementals, too, began to take on the ways of mankind’s 
fallen consciousness.  As man is burdened by his sin, so that 
sin has become an enormous burden to elemental life.

Mankind himself is responsible for the wind, for the 
holocaust,* for the tornado and the hurricane, for the storms 
at sea, for the hail and the ice and the snow.  Mankind think 
that these are all acts of God, but they are the actions of 
mankind.  And when the actions of discord are sent forth, the 
reaction must return to the doorstep of the one sending it 
forth.  Thus mankind have sown the wind, and they reap the 
whirlwind.

There have been some among mankind—sorcerers and 
sorcerers’ apprentices,  witches,  warlocks,  black magicians,  
demons with their demonology—who have also used and 
employed elemental life to do their bidding.  Those who have 
pursued the black arts upon the planetary body, who have 
learned the science of engrams and of projecting curses 
(with all manner of formations in their misuse of the sacred 
fire), have learned that because the elementals are the obedi-
ent servants of mankind, they can also be enticed into the 
service of the black magicians.  And thus many seeming mir-
acles, seeming phenomena performed by those who are not 
of the light but are of the darkness, are performed dutifully 
by elementals who are imprisoned in a matrix or a pattern of 

*holocaust: extensive destruction involving great loss of life, especially through fire or heat 
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darkness from which they cannot escape.
You may wonder how the fires can ravage the forests of 

the world—uncontrolled, untamed, and beyond the control 
of man.  Have you thought of those who, in secret places you 
know not of, have sent forth their patterns of suppression 
upon the fiery salamanders?

It is the fiery salamanders who are then programmed to 
go forth and to do the destructivity that they are bidden to 
do by those who are envious of the children of the light—
envious of their joy in the Father’s kingdom, in the footstool 
kingdom. And thus they would wield power over other men 
through the control of the weather, through the control of 
the elemental beings.

Precious hearts, the fiery salamanders are tall and majes-
tic, scintillating in the rainbow fires of the Most High God.  
At this moment, fiery salamanders, who are free in the free-
dom of God’s consciousness, are entering this room. They 
come at the behest of Oromasis and Diana so that you might 
feel the fiery determination of those who are free in the fire 
element.

The fiery salamanders serve mankind by consuming, on 
contact, the debris not only of the physical plane but also of 
the emotional, mental, and etheric planes.  Fire is the only 
means whereby the atoms and the electrons can be free of 
the density that man has imposed upon them, sending that 
density forth to the Great Central Sun to be repolarized with 
perfection and to be used again in the grand creation, in the 
symphony of the centuries.

I have asked these fiery salamanders to stand in your 
midst for the cleansing action.  And if you feel the intensity 
of the fire, then know that as they stand in your midst trans-
mutation is occurring, which is the heat—the heat that is the 
by-product of transmutation.  And when transmutation is 

fulfilled in you, then you will experience this fire as a cool-
ness, the coolness of the Great Central Sun Magnet.

Now joining the fiery salamanders, interspersing them-
selves among them, are the sylphs of the kingdom of the air.  
They come to lend air to the fire so that the fire might blaze 
before you, blaze in the full potency of the Holy Spirit,  blaze 
in the action of the seven rays and the five secret rays.

Thus sylphs and salamanders working together form a 
spiral of the Alpha to Omega, and they are now in pairs.  Two 
by two they come into your midst, and you feel the balance 
of the Alpha-Omega spiral.

And now I ask the salamanders and the sylphs to pene-
trate the etheric and the mental bodies of each one, to repo-
larize, to consume the debris, and to balance the threefold 
flame within these lower vehicles.

to be continued

“The Summit Lighthouse Sheds Its Radiance o’er All the World to Manifest as Pearls of Wisdom.”
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Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood Elizabeth Clare Prophet on 
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